He wrote, “How wonderful Yellow is! It stands for the Sun.” Apparently “Yellow” is perceived to be the colour of sunshine, we associate it with the rays of the Sun. “Yellow” is radiance of the spirit. It is associated with intellect, energy and hope. As a Mentor and House Mistress, I get to witness this ‘radiance of the spirit’ in each and every girl of Robinson House. Just like the colour yellow, the colour of sunshine my girls are always brimming with energy and hope.

The eventful and enthralling 2018 commenced with Inter-House Elocution and Debate. Debate and Elocution whether in Hindi or English, play an imperative role in developing confidence, enhancing soft-skills, diction, pronunciation, intonation and also boosting the ability to reason and question. Yellows took a lead in English Elocution/Debate where as their performance in Hindi Debate/Elocution was praiseworthy.

Alexander Popov, one of the greatest former sprint swimmer from Russia said, "The water is your friend, you don’t have to fight with water, just share the same spirit as water and it will help you move." Our swimmers exhibited this spirit during the Aquatic Meet 2018, one of the most awaited and significant events. One encounters adversity and resistance on a daily basis on ones path towards achieving greatness, whether it is in life or in the swimming pool. Embracing hard work and perseverance helps one overcome every obstacle. Keeping that in mind, our girls performed brilliantly during the Aquatic Meet 2018 bringing glory to the house and school.
The most sought after prize - COCK HOUSE SHIELD was awarded to Robinson House for the year 2018 for excellence in academics and co-curricular activities throughout the year.

I take this opportunity to appreciate the hard work and commitment shown by Yasha Bhalla during her tenure as Prefect. She proved to be a competent and compassionate leader. Last but not the least, my dear fellows, I may not say it often but your efforts are always acknowledged and valued. Always remember that being your best has nothing to do with how many times you win or lose. It has no relation to where you finish in a race or in life but it has everything to do with the courage to recover from adversity and never to be shifted from your goals. Let us vow to work tirelessly and harmoniously in order to bring laurels to our House and to our School.

I would like to conclude by quoting the famous American football player and coach Paul Bryant, “It’s not the will to win that matters, everyone has that. It’s the will to prepare to win that matters.”

Ms. Sunita Chaunhan
House Mistress

‘Be brave, take risks, nothing can substitute experience’

Paulo Coelho
5 years and it seems like just yesterday when I had entered ALL SAINTS’ COLLEGE in the year 2013. I had entered as a student with Ma’am’s words ringing in my ears saying “we all have a life time to study and what ALL Saints’ makes are all-rounders!” Something that has made me the person I am today.

All didn’t go as planned and me in my turn had my ups and downs. But here I have to thank all my teachers for not giving up on me, but guiding me in the right direction.

On this note a few lines come to my mind - “Once you know yourself and take action to realize your dreams, you can unlock the doors to your own potential, the future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their dreams. It’s not in the star to hold our destiny but in the hands of us.”

Today as I come to the end of my tenure as Robinson House Captain, I live every moment of this joyful journey, from feeling the pride in being given the badge for which I am thankful to our Principal, Mrs. K. E. Jeremiah. To taking the oath of carrying out my duties to the best of my ability, I realize this journey had responsibilities and duties that had to live up to.

The beginning of our achievements for the year couldn’t have been better. It all started with us holding that prestigious Cock-House shield in our hands. The year has been really exciting with facing competition to learning new values. The badge of being the Robinson House Captain has really made me learn how an individual can become a leader.

As, the Inter-House competitions came our way, our bag of achievements got bigger and bigger. The House stood First in the football matches where as it stood Third in the Inter-House Basketball and hockey matches. From Mila Sah (8) and Arjideep Kaur Sandhu (11) becoming the best athletes in their respected categories and Aakrushi Chaturvedi (6) getting the Most Promising Athlete and Duia special prize. Celebrating Aakrushi Chaturvedi’s climbing Mt. Elbrus (the highest peak in Europe) was a moment of pride.

The annual 15th August celebration, this time had a twist with each House performing a play “my Yellows” again bagged the 1st position with their unique script of “Hamari Shikha Paditi”. From marching to swimming the House prospered one way or the other. Last but not the least Anjali Diwesh (12) bagged the First position reciting Juliet’s speech in the Inter-House elocution. I would like to thank the House for being extremely supportive and my friends (Nandini, Harshini, Sharminda, Kriya, Anuksha, Zoya, Alleeza, Poonima, Kratika, Salya) for always supporting me.

In the end I would like to express my gratitude towards my House mistress Miss. S. Chaunhan for guiding and having faith in me throughout the year.

“Don’t cry because it’s over, smile because it happened”

Yasha Bhalla